SHAC
MINUTES

9/28/2011

12-1PM

CNO

MEETING CALLED BY

Dr. Spears and Sophie Weinheimer,RN

TYPE OF MEETING

General

FACILITATOR

Sophie Weinheimer,RN

NOTE TAKER

Ana Murray

TIMEKEEPER

Sophie Weinheimer, RN

ATTENDEES

Starr Waneck, Sherry Armstrong, Janice Rogers, Michelle Sandoval,Tina Seidel, Kris Armstrong,
Rock Mcnulty,Gena Dawson,Judy Bergeron, Lisa Anstay, Ana Murray, Celeste Hoffman

Agenda topics
SET MEETING DATES FOR SCHOOL YEAR
DISCUSSION

The 2011-12 school year SHAC dates are: 11/30/2011, 2/29/2012, and 4/11/2012.

HUMAN SEXUALITY TAUGHT IN OUR
SCHOOLS

DISCUSSION

SOPHIE WEINHEIMER

DR. SPEARS AND SOPHIE
WEINHEIMER

Aim for success cancelled due to budget cuts. Health classes can teach the human sexuality component in
the health classes. Possibly bring material on human sexuality from the outside. Sherry from the Bastrop
Pregnancy Resource Center presented information on the Wait program. It focuses on 12 -19 year olds.
Easily tailored to various settings, interactive (not lecture based), community based product to set the
message in multiple areas: schools, churches, clubs, etc. Teaches better and healthier and safer choices.
Dr. Spears encourages SISD to have the WAIT program implemente d in our schools.

Bullying statutes are being addressed through character education.

CONCLUSIONS

SHAC recommends human sexuality “WAIT Program” to be taught by Sherry Armstrong. Notification to
principals and Cheryl Burns will take place to discuss the specifics Rock advises the BPRC to contact,
communicate with Cheryl Burns and Sophie Weinheimer and campus principals.

Judy Bergon will work with the “Smart” curriculum for the after school program.

MOBILE DENTIST
DISCUSSION

SOPHIE WEINHEIMER, RN

How do we increase participation? Incentive ideas? Candy Biehle is willing to give away bicycles to each
campus if we had a drawing. Mobile Dentist had already visited the High School. Janice had 30 students
participate: 2 – self pay, 9 grants, rest had accepted applications.

Mobile dentist will meet at Elem. /Jr. High on October 17 th, 2011, and Brown primary on November 15 th, 2011.

CONCLUSIONS

Sophie will talk to Candy Biehle about the bicycle give away for mobile dentist participants. Sophie will
also address Dental Hygene at the after school program.

SOCIO-ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED
DISCUSSION

DR. ROCK MCMNULTY

Brown Primary= 70%, SES = 61%, JH=58%, HS = 51% and District = 61% and commended and
complimented the SHAC committee’s efforts to provide health services and information to our students.

Discussion about donated goods that were donated to the nurses office to hand out to students. These items included body
hygiene, oral hygiene and misc. items. $9,000.00 were dispersed to school families affected by the Bastrop county wildfire

BASTROP PREGNANCY RESOURCE CENTER
PRESENTATION
DISCUSSION

SHERRI ARMSTRONG AND CELESTE
HOFFMAN

Handouts were provided. Information of clients served. Ages are 11 -45 years of age. Classes are given
on parenting, breastfeeding, self-help for men and women.

There will be a workshop next month for learning how to fill out job applications, life skills, interviewing skills, etc.

